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Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 2 Type: Apartment

Stacey Leonie

0293573434

Andrew Birbeck

0293573434
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Auction

The feeling of floating upon Sydney Harbour is just the beginning of your experience at this extraordinary waterfront

apartment holding memories of a time gone by.With a story steeped in history dating back to 1887, the building was

originally part of a much larger complex 'Wyldefel Gardens' in Potts Point before the Navy resumed the waterfront

section of the land to bolster wartime efforts. Dismantled brick by brick, floated across the harbour, and reassembled,

'Once Upon A Time' now stands with waves lapping at it's doorstep at Kurraba Point.Occupying an exclusive and private

position over 306sqm, apartment 3 takes in expansive, uninterrupted panoramas stretching from Cremorne Point, to the

harbour bridge, and the eastern suburbs. Modernised to maximise the world class outlook and enhance lifestyle, views

are welcomed in to each room allowing you to appreciate the unrivalled beauty of Sydney Harbour at every turn.French

doors open to the dreamy 157sqm sandstone courtyard that meets the waterline forever linking this world class property

to iconic Sydney Harbour. The owner has enjoyed every moment of her 40 years in this property and has made it uniquely

her own with an incredible sense of interior design and style.Utilise the convenience of water taxis along with nearby

ferry transport at Kurraba Point Wharf and enjoy the best of Sydney living, the city centre and prestigious schools just

minutes away along with freeways connecting to the Eastern Suburbs and airport. Apartment 3 is truly a once in a lifetime

opportunity to own a slice of Sydney historyFrench doors elegantly open to a harbourside sandstone courtyard• Floor to

ceiling living room windows stretching your view across the harbour• Modernised kitchen with eat in dining• All

bedrooms with built-in robes and views• Two bathrooms, one with bathtub• Great common storage for canoes, kayaks

and paddle boards*All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However we

cannot guarantee its accuracy and interested persons should rely on their own enquiries.


